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Ross Cameron is a friend and a valued colleague at Sky News. He is a lifelong 
member of the Liberal Party. He held the marginal seat of Parramatta for three 
terms. He comes from a blue blood Liberal background. His father was a Speaker of 
the NSW Parliament. I have never met anyone with as deep a commitment to the 
party of his birth than Ross. 

Yet Ross apparently has committed the NSW Liberal Party‟s version of original sin 
— he is a member of the wrong faction. Cameron is a right winger and no friend of 
the real power in the NSW Liberal Party. 

In NSW, if you are not a friend of lobbyist Michael Photios, you have a very limited 
future. Photios rules the party with an iron fist. You can debate whether or not it was 
his decision to move Mike Baird on, but you can‟t dispute that Photios picked the 
Premier. Gladys Berejiklian owes her job to Photios and during the last few days she 
demonstrated just how much a slave she is to Photios and the Left faction he leads 
which controls each and every aspect of the Liberal Party in NSW. 
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A junior Minister named Ray Williams — picked by Photios along with so many other 
lackeys that there were not enough offices for all who got a Cabinet job — got 
caught up in a pickle that has plagued so many of the Liberal caucus past and 
present. He was accused of receiving a heap of illegal developer donations which 
were not declared. He denies all knowledge of them. 

Nonetheless, it is a terrible look and he should have stood aside as they were 
investigated. The NSW Premier simply chose to pretend there was no problem. In 
another extraordinary decision, she referred an investigation to the Liberal Party 
Office — that is, she asked Photios to rule on his mate‟s behaviour. She was 
oblivious to the massive conflict of interest that decision entailed. 

Even if Williams is innocent very few will accept the Premier‟s version of party 
justice. 

 MORE:Cameron maintains the rage 
 MORE:Premier holds fire on donations 

The real test of who is the No 1 Liberal in NSW is one the Premier has already failed. 
In this day and age the idea that Cameron could be suspended for four and a half 
years for having the temerity to push for internal reform sounds absurd. Where was 
Berejiklian when the decision to boot Cameron out of the Party was taken? Where 
was her voice against this demonstration of factional power gone mad? The only 
response from her was stony silence. 

The real view of the Party, Left and Right, on factionalism was obvious a couple of 
years ago, when Malcolm Turnbull addressed the State Council and declared that 
there were no factions in the Liberal Party. The conference erupted in laughter and 
derision. Factionalism matters in the NSW Liberals as much or more as it does in 
NSW Labor. 

Emboldened by this success, I wonder whether the Left has the courage to try to 
silence Tony Abbott. 

On Saturday, Photios stepped down from his position as factional convener of the 
left. I was once a faction leader and the faction could not convene without me, even 
thought I was never its convener. The Photios decision changes nothing. 

 

COMMENTS 

Helen  
It is absolutely incredible that one man can take control of one of the two 
major parties in NSW and then destroy it. For him to be bragging that he 
installed both the PM and the Premier is outrageous, apart from showing that 
he took over the Party with left wing aims. Obviously the Party badly needs 
reform, especially of the pre-selection process and just in terms of simple 
membership involvement. But Photios quashed any of that. Whatever 
happened to that enquiry by the way? 
We are watching the end of a great political Party. How low can they go 
in Newspoll?  We'll have to just wait and see. 
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Will their lost voters come back? No, because the involved people tend to be 
the people who get involved in whatever they are members of, and once you 
have joined another Party, you move on and your allegiance changes. 
Labor should be very grateful to Rudd because the system that he insisted 
that they bring in for the leadership alone has allowed Labor members to 
have a say and has led to leadership stability. 
 
 
Laurie  
Richo, 
Given your description of Ross Cameron (I like him by the way) that is 
probably why he does not belong in today's liberal party which people are 
leaving or planning not to vote for in droves. 
 
 
keith 
This state government led by the Photios faction is more Labor than Liberal 
that was elected with such a huge landsiide.  
 
 
Steve  
If Australia was a person, Sydney is where you would stick an enema. Messrs 
Richardson, Cameron, Latham and Dean excepted- honorary Adelaideans. 
 
 
Stephen  
I have voted Liberal for 40 plus years and I will not vote for them again while 
Photios and Campbell are running the show. They are a disgrace. Lobbyists 
should not have a say in any Political party. Democracy has been 
sacrificed by the control of these two clowns. 
 
 
Helen  
@Stephen They are not clowns.  They are cunning manipulators and ego 
driven, power hungry destructive forces. 
 
 
Marilyn  
You left out Photios' sidekick, Nick Campbell. 
While it was easy for them to expel Ross Cameron, they would really like to 
expel Tony Abbott (doing a favour for Turnbull), but that would really lead to 
civil war.  

 
Myongsook  
Let's face it. Cameron's behaviour was as bad as we've seen from the very 
worst One Nation nutters. 
 
 
 



Elizabeth  
It's got to the stage where the only person willing to speak about the 
disgraceful state of the NSW Liberal Party is a Labor party supporter like 
Richo - because at least he can't be thrown out of the party. I advise all 
Liberals who don't want to be part of Labor Lite to join with Corey Bernardi 
and create a new Party, leaving behind hacks and numbers men like Photios. 
 
 
Menzie's Girl  
@Elizabeth ...the battle has just started Elizabeth...  
Now is NOT the time to walk away quietly. 
Now is the time to grow some cojones and stand and fight. 
We can win this battle but it will be messy and uncomfortable. 
Let the Revolution begin! 
 
 
Mal  
It is time Photios and his mates showed their true colours and joined the 
Labor party. 
 
 
Paul  
@Mal Greens! 
 
 
James M  
Well said Richo! 
Photios stepping down is just window dressing to protect the millions of 
dollars his lobbying firm Premier State takes in by peddling influence to the 
MANY politicians, advisors & staffers beholden to him. 
Photios has been building his army of minions up over a political generation. 
Like Svengali he has only stepped back to control from the shadows. 
The only way Photios will ever be out of party politics is when an ICAC 
commission is formed to look into his dealings......follow the money. 
 
 
Menzie's Girl  
@James M ..well that makes sense. I always thought it odd that Marise 
Payne, a close ally of Photios, ended up as Defence Minister - I wonder just 
how many Military Contractors are clients of PremierState? 
Gladys - prove you are not "a hand maiden"!  
Call an ICAC inquiry to either absolve or convict Photios.  
 
 
Stephen  
@Menzie's Girl @James M  And pigs may fly. 

 
James M  
@Stephen @Menzie's Girl @James M Hi Stephen, at least there is no chance 
that the political pigs will fly.... they are too busy at the trough. 



Paul  
@James M YES. Michael Photios's monopoly on Liberal preselection, paid for 
Ministerial meetings and other decisions will continue. One company I know, 
paid to set up a Ministerial meeting to lobby for an outcome - THEN I see the 
company as a "sub contractor" to Michael Photios! Explanation: Voters - 
These perceptions, or corruption, are NOT OK! (investigators - call me for 
more off-the-record information). 
 
 
Simon  
The difference Graham is that the liberal party factions end at the boundaries 
of the party; in the ALP the factions are the creation and plaything of unions.  

 
Paul  
@Simon Mate, you can't be a little bit pregnant.  If the Libs can't clean 
themselves up, real quick, it will be time for all good men to walk away. 

 
Kathy  
I read a few weeks ago the "left" is trying to get rid of Tony Abbott by 
disendorsing him. 
If they do that, then they will have gone past the point of no return. 
 
Corey  
Malcolm Turnbull saying there are no factions in the Liberal party 
demonstrates he doesn't know the party he apparently maybe leads...  
 
 
James M  
Hi Corey, for once I agree with Turnbull. The term "factions" infer that there 
are multiple groups. There is only One NSW Liberal Faction - The one owned 
by Michael Photios..... then there is the rest of us. 
 
 
Marilyn  
@Corey Turnbull is also dependent upon Photios and Co. 
 
 
Paul  
@Corey No, it just means that Malcolm thinks all the rest of us are total 
plonkers.  No news there, then. 
 
 
Michael  
NSW Libs are a cartel of money makers, lightweights and factional hacks. 
 
 
Brendan  
Graham as a former factional warrior for the Labor party, I can almost see the 
grin that you had as you wrote your column. 



Who would have thought the Libs being run by a pack of lefties. 
 
Erzsebet  
Richo writes, “…On Saturday, Photios stepped down from his position as 
factional convener of the left.  
I was once a faction leader and the faction could not convene without me, 
even though I was never its convener. The Photios decision changes 
nothing.” 
So Richo, it is my feeling to ask, in your above statement, are you implying 
how even when you were not the „faction leader‟, you were still pulling the 
strings, thus no meeting could “convene” without your say so? 
 
 
Peter  
So where does influence stop, and corruption start? 
 
 
David  
Democracy is on the rise in the western world. It's all over for the back room 
team in the Liberal party. Simply a matter of time.  

 
Helen  
The whole situation in the NSW Liberal Party is truly disgusting. This is what 
happens when you allow enemies within to destroy an entire Party. Expelling 
Ross Cameron is malicious and absurd. But on the other hand makes him 
more influential. 
This is a medieval takeover, as it was with Abbott, where the spoils of paid 
Ministries are handed out to supporters with no regard for the populace or 
even their own long term future. 
 
Anne N  
'I wonder whether the Left has the courage to try to silence Tony Abbott." 
It's so obvious the So called Liberal party big wigs are setting up the moves to 
do exactly that very soon. 
The member for Warringa is way out of their class. 
Your (labor light) leader changed the party name. I suggest you use that 
name and leave the true original Liberal Party to it's number one supporter 
and those who care about it. 
Richo you know he is one of yours take him back he's unused.  
 
 
Logical  
Lobbyist Michael Photios needs to go, and Gladys Berejiklian needs to be the 
one to remove him. It's only fair because it'll be him or her and she has the 
power for the time being. 
 
 
Kathy  
@Logical She will lose the next election. 
 



Robyn  
@Logical Go Gladys! They have already been gnawing at the edges of your 
government, hoping to bring you down. Do everything you need to do to 
defeat them. 
 
 
Peter  
Looks like we'll have to get rid of Photios at the ballot box. 
 
 
John  
@Peter how? he holds no official position. 
 
 
Kathy  
@John @Peter The ballot box will finish him properly though.  
 
 
Paul  
@Kathy @John @Peter Clue: Photios controls the Liberal Party of NSW and 
probably the Federal Sec. too. Not OK in a monopoly government situation, 
trading on the good name and vision of Sir Robert Menzies for a 
representative Party.  
 
 
David  
Cameron did not get suspended for pushing for internal party reform. 
Hundreds of members are pushing for reform.  There's a conference 
scheduled for mid year where every member can have a say. 
Get your facts straight mate. 
 
 
Andrew  
They were the unofficial charges. You can stick your head in the sand all you 
like but at the end of the day the NSW illiberal liberals will hasten the demise 
of the Liberal Party. The UAP fell apart because of its links with big business 
and the Liberal Party will implode because it is no longer a pro business 
conservative party. 

 
Menzie's Girl  
@David ...mark my words David, the pressing issue of Democratisation of the 
NSW Liberals will be buried in the Conference agenda - conveniently 
minimized by a smokescreen of irrelevant, unimportant issues and proposals.  
But what would you expect for a Conference Committee stacked with Photios 
minions...   

 
Marilyn  
Menzie's Girl @David Yep. 
 



 
John  
Just confirms the widespread view that the Liberal Party has become Labor 
(slightly) light.  
  
 
Lin  
I was idly wondering when Photios was going to come for Tony Abbott. The 
Turnbull Coalition Team would be very foolish to encourage Photios in that 
folly, but the geniuses in that team haven't excelled in their past dealings with 
Abbott. 
 
 
Arlys  
Photios, also gave us Turnbull. Until Photios goes, there will be no peace. Or 
production. 
 
 
Menzie's Girl  
@arlys ...and standing down is not going to be enough - we need to know 
exactly who is beholden to him and how far his power reaches... 
 
 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/graham-
richardson/factionalism-matters-in-nsw-liberals-as-much-or-more-as-it-does-
in-nsw-labor/news-story/e9879fb088060b20de11afb759f5b41a  
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